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We consider the exit problem for an asymptotically small random perturbation 
of a stable dynamical system in a region D. We show the standard large deviations 
results for the exit distribution and mean exit time, as obtained by Wentzell and 
Freidlin under the assumption of nontangential drift (b, n) < 0, can be generalized 
to the case of (b, n) = 0 on the boundary. The method is to apply the approach 
of Wentzell and Freidlin in the context of a conormally reflected version of the 
small noise diffusion. Some simple examples are described which illustrate the point 
that large deviations results alone will not be adequate to resolve the asymptotic 
behavior of the exit distribution in many natural problems. 4”’ 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The exit problem for a small random perturbation x’(t) of a dynamical 
system 
i”(t) = b(xO(t)) (1.1) 
is familiar to all who have studied the work of Wentzell and Freidlin [S] 
on large deviations for diffusion processes. The problem concerns the first 
exit time Z> of xE from a bounded region D containing a single asymptoti- 
cally stable critical point of (1.1). The best known results give a large devia- 
tions principle for the exit measures P,O[~E(t~)~dy] and exponential 
asymptotics for the mean exit time E,,[z”,]. 
The probabilistic literature on such results has always assumed that the 
dynamical system (1.1) crosses c3D nontangentially: 
all y E i3D. (1.2) 
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Even in the more general treatment of [S, Chap. 63 it is assumed that all 
w-limit points of (1.1) are interior to D; see hypothesis (A), p. 169. In 
applied contexts this is often unnatural. Frequently one would like to take 
D to be the full domain of attraction of the stable point (at 0 we assume); 
An example is the phase locked loop model of [2,7]. In this paper we dis- 
cuss the case of “characteristic” boundary, namely, that in which (1.1) is 
everywhere tangential to aD: 
(NY), n(y)> =o all yeaD. (1.3) 
We propose to show how the results mentioned above can be generalized 
to this case and then, using a pair of simple examples, explain why such 
large deviations are not as satisfying in the characteristic boundary case as 
in the traditional case of (1.2). 
The one new element of our approach is the conormally reflected version 
of the diffusion x”(t). We apply the approach of embedded Markov chains 
developed in [S, Chap. 61 to this process. We do not provide new proofs, 
in the context of reflecting diffusions, of the many preparatory lemmas in 
Sections 1 and 2 of their discussion or closely related estimates that show 
up in our development. Instead we limit ourselves to those arguments 
which are not essentially revisions of [IS]. Except for our use of “E” where 
Wentzel and Freidlin [8] use “s*,” we adopt the notation of [S]. The 
reader is assumed to be familiar with that reference, Chapter 6 in 
particular. All references to [8] will be to Chapter 6 unless indicated 
otherwise. 
The next section discusses some aspects of the reflecting diffusion, the 
significance of the conormal reflection direction, and the embedded 
Markov chain. Section 3 discusses large deviations for the exit measures. 
Section 4 concerns the mean exit times. Section 5 contains the examples 
and remarks mentioned above regarding shortcomings of large deviations 
results in this context, as well as some comments about the relation of 
these to other results in the literature. 
We finish this Introduction with a description of our technical 
hypotheses. D c R“ is bounded open, with C* boundary. 0 ED. 6: B + Rd 
and c: d -+ R” (nonsingular) are Lipschitz continuous. a(x) = o(x)a(x)? 
n(y) is the unit outward normal to D at y E dD. The (inward) conormal is 
defined for y E dD by 
V(Y) = -4YMY). (1.4) 
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x’(t) is defined as the solution of the stochastic differential equation with 
reflection, 
dx”(r) =/.$x”(t)) dl + &“2a(x&(t)) dfl(t) + v(x”(t)) &z”(r), x’:(o) = xg (1.5) 
with x”(t) E D all t 3 0 and m’(t) continuous, nondecreasing satisfying 
m”(t) = r &y)(xz(s)) &P .I 0 
(p(t) is a standard d-dimensional Brownian motion.) The existence of a 
unique solution pair (xE( ), rn’(. )) and its properties is discussed in various 
references, [ 1 ] for instance. 
We assume that every solution of (1.1) with x0(O) E D has x’(t) E D for 
all t > 0 and x0(r) + 0 as t + + co. We assume (1.3) and, in place of [S, 
(A), p. 1691, there exist a finite number of compacta, K,, . . . . K, c c?D, with 
the following properties: 
x, y E Ki implies x N y; (1.6a) 
XE K,, Y4Ki implies x 7L y; (1.6b) 
every w-limit set of ( 1.1) with x0(O) E dD is contained entirely 
in one of the Ki. (1.6~) 
The relation “x N y” here is the usual one defined in terms of the action 
integral associated with large deviations estimates for x”(t); see (2.2). It will 
be convenient also to define K,= (0). 
We will use Bb( y) to denote the set of points x with dist(x, y) < 6, and 
analogously for B,(K) where K is a set. 
2. CONORMAL REFLECTIONS AND LARGE DEVIATIONS 
Large deviations results for reflecting diffusions have been developed by 
several authors. Anderson and Orey [l] and Doss and Priouret [S] both 
cover the case of smooth dD that we are considering here. Dupuis [6] 
considers normal reflection for general convex regions. We find Doss and 
Priouret [S] most suitable for our purposes because their Theorem 3.4 
applies to the pair (xE( .), m’( .)) and is easily generalized to yield unifor- 
mity in initial conditions. The inclusion of the local time m’( .) is useful in 
proving Lemma 2.3, as we mention below. The uniformity in initial condi- 
tions is an important technical prerequisite for the development of the 
embedded Markov chain Z,, but we will not go into that kind of detail 
here. 
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For a general oblique reflection field v(y) on aD (with (v, n) < 0), the 
reflecting diffusion Y( .), with x”(O) given, induces a probability measure 
(its distribution) on the space of paths, 
C,D = C( [O, T]; D). 
The large deviations rate or action functional for xE turns out to be 
if cp E C, D is absolutely continuous, 
otherwise, 
where 
L*(x, u)= Lb, 0) 
if XED 
. 
mf L(x, u - v(x)O) if xEaD (2.1) 
tlb0 
and L(x, u) = $(u - b(x), a(x) ml (u-b(x))) is the nominal Lagrangian in 
the region’s interior. Now consider a continuous path cp( .) E d and suppose 
that q(to) =x E ZJD. If cp is differentiable at to then u = @(to) satisfies 
(u, n(x)) = 0. To evaluate L*(x, u) we need to find the minimizing value 
0* 2 0 of L(x, u - v(x)~). To this end consider 
Since (v, K’V) > 0, the above derivative will be positive for all 0 > 0*. 
If (b,a-‘v)-(~,a~‘~)<0 we will have 8*>0. If (b,a-‘v)- 
04 a -‘v) > 0 then 0* = 0 and L* = L. For the conormal v = -an in 
particular, 
(b, a-’ v)-(~,a-%)= -(b,n)+(u,n) 
= 0, 
the last inequality following from (1.3) and what we said above about 
(x, u) = (cp(to), @(to)). This shows that in the special case of conormal 
reflection we always have L*(cp, 4) = L(cp, 4) for almost all t. Moreover, it 
is easy to see that the conormal is unique (up to normalization) in this 
respect. Thus the conormal is the most expeditious choice of reflection 
direction for large deviations considereations because it preserves the 
nominal action functional associated with xE( .) in the absence of reflection. 
The basic (uniform) large deviations result for xc is stated as the following 
theorem, which follows from [S, Theorem 3.41. (Some supplimentary argu- 
ment is needed for the uniformity, but we do not encumber our exposition 
with the details.) 
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THEOREM 2.1. For any closed FG C, ii and open H c C, Is, thefollowing 
hold uniformly over x0 E 6: 
- inf 
votH,dO)= YO 
Sr.(cp) d lim$f a. log PYU[x’( .) E H], 
lim sup E log Pro[.x’:(. ) E F] 6 
Cl0 ‘p E ,:$ ‘” sAq). 
From S,( .) is derived the fundamental variational distance V(x, y) 
between two points x, y E 6: 
V(x, y) = infj S,(q) : cp E C,-,,, ~(0) = x, q(T) = y}. 
The equivalent relation ” - ” on B is defined by 
x - y when V(x, y) = V(y, x) = 0. 
The quasipotential function and its minimum over i3D are 
Ux) = V(O, XL V,,D = inf V(y). I’ E ,‘/I 
(2.2 1 
The (Lipschitz) continuity of V( .) is well known. 
The embedded chain Z,, associated with small neighborhoods of the 
compact equivalence classes K;, i= 0, . . . . N, is constructed just as in [S]. 
We do this analogously to their case of “D = M”; we do not stop 2, at r; 
but let it contnue to run. This is possible since our reflected process 
continues to run after t;, always staying in D. The following definitions 
summarize this construction: for specified 0 < p, < p0 < $ min,+, dist(&, K,), 
(2.3a) 
c = B - fi B&q); (2.3b) 
f, = aB,,(K,); 
70 = 0; 
fin = inf{ t 2 r’, : x’(t) E C}, 
(2.3~) 
(2.3d) 





z, = XE( tn). (2.3f) 
Asymptotic estimates associated with 2, are now obtained just as in [S, 
Sects. 1 and 21. We introduce the following terminology to describe the 
qualifications on pr , pO, and E for those and similar results referred to 
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below: we say that a property holds for suitably smaZf pr , pO, and E if there 
exists pz > 0 so that for all 0 < p0 < p$ there exists 0 < pT(pO) < p0 so that 
for all O<p, <p:(pO) there exists &*(pO, pr) such that the property holds 
whenever 0 <E < s*(pO, pr). The quantities ?(x, Kj), p((K,, K,), p(x, y) are 
defined as on [S, p. 1691. In addition we use 
V&G Y) = infiST : cp(O) =x2 v(T) =Y, v(t) $ K. 
for all r E (0, T)}. (2.4) 
It is useful to note that under our hypothesis 
boundary, 
(1.3) of a characteristic 
(2.5) 
To see this, consider any path cp with S,(q) < u,?~ + 6, ~(0) = 0, cp( T) E aD. 
If q(t) E IJ;” Kj for some t E [0, T] then there is a segment , 6 t d t, of cp 
with cp(tO)=O, cp(t)$U:Ki for t,<t<t, and cp(t,)~K, some j. Thus 
v(Ko, Kj) d V~D - 6. Otherwise if q(t) has reached aD but avoided U ;” K,, 
then we can extend q(t) to f > T as a solution of (1.1). By our hypothesis 
(1.6~) q(t) comes arbitrarily close to U: Kj as t + cg, but without any 
increase in the value of S(q). It follows that 
&f v( K,, K,) 6 van + 6. 
1 
Since 6 is arbitrary and the reverse inequality, udD d infy v(K,,, K,), is clear, 
(2.5) follows. 
Reference [B, Lemma 2.11 and (2.5) together imply the following. 
LEMMA 2.2. Given y > 0, for p, , pO, and E suitably small 
e - (WD + YVE < p .r[.ZIE~ gi]$epl’iDp’)~‘, all xeg,. 
The next lemma says that an immediate exit to aD is relatively likely 
once xE is close to aD. 
LEMMA 2.3. Given any y > 0 there exist 0 < h < y, 0 < p < y, and q > 0 so 
that 
P,,[z”,<h; sup Ix’(l)-xX,( <~]>,e~‘/” 
O<r<h 
whenever dist(x,, aD) < p and E <Ed. 
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For an unreflecting process this would follow easily from [S, Chap. 4, 
Lemma 2.31. Since the reflected process agrees with the unreflected prior to 
r; it remains true in the reflecting case. To give a proof strictly in terms of 
the reflecting process is more difficult because among the paths that remain 
always in d those that contact 8D form a set with empty interior, making 
it difftcult to get a lower bound from Theorem 2.1. However, by using a 
large deviations result for the diffusion, local time pair (.x6( .), m’( .)), this 
difficulty can be overcome; { 5; < r} 1 {m”(T) > 0) which is open in the 
space of (P, m’) paths. 
We want to single out the sequence q, of integers for which Z,, sgO. The 
yl,, are Z,, stopping times; the r,, and ~~~ are x’(t) stopping times. The 
following lemmas provide some estimates involving tV, that we will need. 
LEMMA 2.4. Given any y, 6 ~, p,, > 0, y E aD, and x0 ED - IJ,” B,,(K,) 
there exist p : and E” so that for all p , < p: and c: < co 
LEMMA 2.5. Given any y, 6 ~ > 0 and y E aD, for suitably small po, p, , 
and E 
P,[lx”(~“,)-yl<G_;t”,<t,,]~e-‘“(”“+~””, for all xggo. 
LEMMA 2.6. Given y > 0, jbr suitably small po, pI, and E 
p,[T”,<T,,] <e-(vD-rl~c, for all x Ego. 
We provide only brief sketches of the proofs. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Given y, 6 ~ , p1 < po, T, y, and x0, take HE C,,- 
to be the set off( .) with the following properties: 
If(T)-yl <id , 
,f( .) does not intersect aD - Bc,,,,dm(y), 
,f( .) does not intersect B,,(O). 
Since H is open, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that for E sufficiently small 
E .log P,[x”( .) E H] 2 - inf 
ft H, f(0) = .q S,(f) - ;. 
Now note that x6( .) E H implies that t,,l > T and Ix~(T~ A T) -yI < ;S , 
so 
Ix”(r”,r\ T)-y+;r,,>T 1 3 - inf ftH,/(O)= rll s,(f)-;. 
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By invoking Lemma 2.3 it follows that, for suitably small pO, pr, and E, 
To finish then one needs only to justify the assertion that 
be chosen large enough so that for p, sufficiently small 
given po, T can 
This is not difficult using the type of constructions in [S, Sect. 11. 
The argument for Lemma 2.5 is nearly the same. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. Consider a small h > 0 and define 
D, = (x E D: dist(x, dD) > h) 
r,,=inf{t>O:x”(t)$D,}. 
Clearly rDh < ri. Moreover if p, < h, then rD,, < rV, implies tDh < rr. Thus 
For xOEgO we can condition on xE(crO) (recall (2.3e)) to see that 
Since D, -go contains no o-limit sets for (1.1) we can argue as in [8, 
Lemma 1.91 to reduce considerations to a fixed time interval and continue 
to argue in this manner to see that, provided pl, po, and E are suitably 
small and x0 E go, 
E .log sup P,,[t”, < z~,] 6 - V(0, dD,) + ;. 
IO E RO 
Also, if h is sufficiently small then 
The lemma follows from these estimates. 
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3. THE EXIT POSITION 
We are now ready to discuss a proof of the following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any spe$edx, E D, the exit measures P,,[x”(t>) E dy] 
satisfy a large deviations principle with rate function V(x, y) A ( V(y) - v;~) 
on JD. For x,, = 0 in particular the rate function is V(y) - v,?~. 
If we let Z,,(y) = V(x,, y) A (V(y) - z,‘~) denote the rate function, the 
usual formulation of the large deviations principle would say that for any 
F, H G 8D with F closed and H (relatively) open and all sufficiently small E, 
-infZ.,,(.)dlimL~,nf~.log P,,[x”(T”,)E H] 
H 
and 
lim;;p E ‘log P,,[x”(7>) E F] d - i:f I,,,( .). 
However, for our proof we will use the following formulation, which is 
equivalent since aD is compact: given any y E dD and y, 6, > 0 there exist 




We begin by proving the following lemma, which implies the theorem for 
x0 = 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. Given any y E LJD and y, 6, > 0 there exist p, 6 + , 6 , e. > 0 
with 6+, 6 < 6, so that .for all dist(x, 0) < p and 0 <E < ~~ 
and 
(3.4) 
Consider any specified y E aD. If y 4 U ;” Kj then include the additional 
compact K = { y} in the list of (1.6). The hypotheses remain satisfied. 
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Indeed y - y since V(y, y) = 0. If y - x some x # y, then [S, Lemma 1.51 
implies that any w-limit point of (1.1) with x0(O) =y is -y which would 
imply that y was in one of the original K;, contradicting y $ lJ p K,. After 
renumbering we may assume that y E K, . 
Consider any 6 + > 0. Recall from Section 2 that zV, is defined to be the 
subsequence of t, at which Z,! = x’:(~~,) egg. Using the strong Markov 
property we can write, for any x0 E g,, 
Thus P,x[ lx’(z;) - yl < 6 f ] is bounded above and below by the supremum 
and intimum, respectively, over x0 E go of 
(3.5) 
The lower bound (3.3) follows from (3.5) and Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 of the 
preceding section: given y, 6 ~ > 0 pick 0 < p, < p. satisfying both lemmas 
and take p < p,. Then x E go whenever dist(x, 0) < p so that for all E 
sufficiently small 
Equation (3.3) follows since y was arbitrary. 
We start deriving the upper bound (3.4) by relating it to the embedded 
chain Z,. For the numerator in (3.5) we have, provided 6 + < p I, 
~,,Clx”(GJ-Yl cd+; t”D < TV,] < P,,[x”(t”,) Eg, ; 5; < TV,] 
<P,,[Z,,cg, forsomen<q,]. (3.6) 
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For the denominator, 
iv 
p,cc < TV,1 2 P,” Z, E u g,; x”(t) 6 t3D for some t E [t,, r2) 
I 1 
Lemma 2.3 tells us that, provided p, is sufficiently small, 
‘V 
P,[r”,<r,]~e-j”c all ZE u g,. 
I 
Thus for all p, , E sufficiently small and all x0 E g,, 
P.,,[T”, < TTl] 3 e-w., [zlEQ Ki]- (3.7) 
Next we can apply the lemmas on Markov chains from [S]. Our 
Lemma 2.2 says that for all suitably small p,, pO, and E and all -‘co ego, 
(3.8) 
In (3.6) first condition on Z,; 
P,,[Z,, Eg, for some 1 <n < q,] 




1 if zEg, 
o if zeg,. 
(3.10) 
For z E g,, k # 0, 1 the a-asymptotics are described by [S, Lemma 3.31 in 
terms of the W-graphs on the set L= {K,, . . . . K,}, where W= {K,, K,}. 
(See [8, Sect. 31.) That result tells us that for all suitably small p,, p,,, 
and E 
a.logP,[Z,Eg, somen<r],] 
<- min c @‘(K,> K,) - R$~w, c OK, Kj) +Y (3.11) 
&?EGKk.X,(W) (j,JER (I.l)tR > 
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for all z ~gk; k # 0, 1. Note that in our particular case of a single attracting 
set K,, P(K,, K,) = 0 for all i. Hence 
$& 1 v(Ki, K,) =O. 
(ki’tn 
Moreover, using the notation (2.4), 
min 1 If(K,, Kj) = V,$K,, K,). 
nEGKk.K,(w (; ,jER 
Thus (3.11) simplifies to 
P=[Z, kzgl some n < ql] < e-(YKb(K~,XI)--Y)/E; ZEgk> k#O, 1. 
Putting this together with (3.9), (3.10), and the single transition estimates 
[IS, Lemma 2.11, we get, for x,~g,, 
P,,[Z,~g,,somen<~,]~e~("lKO,Kl)~')'"+ 5 e~("(K0.K~)+VKb(Kk.KI)~29)/E 
k=2 
which, for E sufficiently small, is 
<e-iCR~o,Kd v inh~k~.vlB(Ko.Kk)+ Vpqo(Kk.K~))]-3y}/e \ (3.12) 
However, it is clear that 
~‘(Ko, K,) A inf 
2Sk<N 
(v(K,, Kk) + b&k, K,)) = v(&, K,) 
= V(Y). 
Consequently 
Pyo[Z,,Egl, somen<q,] <,-(V(J)-~Y)/C, (3.13) 
uniformly over x0 E g,, provided p 1, pO, and E are suitably small. 
Finally, putting (3.7) (3.8), and (3.13) together in (3.5) we obtain, for a 
given y > 0, 
provided 6 + < p1 A 6 with p, sufficiently small, and E > 0 is sufticiently 
small. Since y > 0 is arbitrary, (3.4) follows. This finishes the proof of 
Lemma 3.2. 
We turn now to Theorem 3.1 itself. For x,, = 0, (3.1) and (3.2) follow 
from (3.3) and (3.4). Consider any given x0 E D - { 0). We make the 
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preliminary restriction that p0 be sufficiently small so that dist(x,, K,) > p0 
for all i= 0, . . . . N. We can write 
p.,[lx”($)-L’I cd,] =E,,[P,,~,[1X"(7',)-l'l cd_+]; Tq, <+I] 
+ P,,,[ lXE(7;) -)'I < 6, ; T; -=I TV,]. (3.14) 
Since &x0, KO) = 0, it follows from [g, Lemma 2.21 that 
e-“'" d P,,[T,, < T';] < 1 
for suitably small pO, p, , and E. Since Z,, E g,, we can combine the 
preceding with Lemma 3.2 to see that the first term on the right in (3.14) 
is bounded above and below by 
e ( L’( )‘I L,;” * ;‘ ,ic (3.15) 
The second term in (3.14) is bounded below by Lemma 2.4. We bound 
it above by arguing just as in (3.6) and (3.9) through (3.12) to obtain 
Combining these two upper bounds we get from (3.14) 
p~,[lx”(7’D)-y( <~+]~e-‘““‘~“U~;“!“+e~‘VK;‘.‘0,1.)~3i.J,’” 
6e ( vq ‘0, I‘) A I VI? ) Vi,,] - 4i.):r: (3.16) 
However, if V,b(xO, JJ) > V(x,, JJ), then the nearly minimal paths for 
V(x,, y) must come arbitrarily close to K,, hence 
vx,, u) = vx,, 0) + V(O, Y) = Jf(Y), 
in which case V(y) - v(>,, d V(x,, y) -c VX;(X~, y). Thus 
b&O~ Y) A c V(Y) - VP/J1 = u&I, Y) A c V(Y) - vml (3.17) 
for all YE~D. Thus (3.16) gives the desired upper bound (3.2), using the 
fact that ‘J was arbitrary. 
The lower bounds (3.15) and Lemma 2.4 give 
In light of (3.17), this implies the lower bound (3.2). The proof of 
Theorem 3.1 is now complete. 
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4. THE EXIT TIME 
Now we turn to the exponential asymptotics of the mean exit time. 
Again we begin with a lemma which contains most of the work and 
includes our main result (Theorem 4.2) in the particular case of x0. 
LEMMA 4.1. Given y > 0, for all pO, p, , and E suitably small 
ProofI To get the lower bound, consider, for a given h > 0, 
z& = inf{ t > 0 : x”(t) E c?D,}, 
where D, is the subdomain 
D, = {x E D : dist(x, aD) > h} 
Using the fact that (1.1) has no o-limit points in 4, - (0 j, one can define 
an embedded chain on g, u LJD, and argue as in [8, Theorem 5.31 to show 
that for suitably small p,,, p, , and E, 
E,[t”,,] > e(lnfioh U’) -7)/c, all x,EgO. (4.1) 
(Again, we omit the details.) It follows from the continuity of V( .), that h 
can be chosen sufficiently small to ensure 
inf V( .) > vdD - y. 
aDA (4.2) 
Since z& B z;, we have for suitably small pO, p, , and E 
E,,[r”,] > e(upDp2y)/E, all x,~g~. (4.3) 
Since y > 0 was arbitrary the lower bound in the lemma follows. 
For an upper bound consider again the reflecting diffusion, stopping 
times rt, and embedded chain Z, on U: gi. (Since no particular y E CUD is 
to be singled out, the inclusion of an additional K = { y} in the list of Ki 
to ensure y E U r Kj is not needed here.) Let JC, be the sequence of integers 
at which ZKn E uy g,. Just as for the q,, used before, each rc, is a Zi 
stopping time; tKn is an x’(t) stopping time. Define, for any specified h > 0, 
Clearly z; < r*. Moreover 
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Since {z* > rK,} E FrK, we can use the strong Markov property to write (just 
as in [S, Theorem 5.3]), for any x,~g,, 





d sup P,[T* > T,,] .Pro[T* > TX,-,]. 
ZE U;vR, 
(4.5) 
However, using Lemma 2.3 we know that, provided pO and h are chosen 
sufficiently small and E is sufficiently small, 
P,[T*,<T,,] >e-"", for all ZE fi g,. 
Therefore P;[T* > T,,] d (1 -ePy’“) and so by (4.5) 
P.ro[T* > TX,] < (1 - ,-Y’E)‘, 
Using this in (4.4) tells us that 
E,[T”,] 6 e”‘“. Sup E;[T,,]. 
;EU;R’ 
(4.6) 
The mean of r,, is bounded above essentially as in [8, Theorem 5.31: 
TX, =c (5k-c I -Tk)Xx,>k, 
k=O 
Ez[~ql G sup E,vCz,l .-&[K,l. 
.I’ E u,” ‘?, 
(4.7) 
It follows from [S, Lemmas 1.7, 1.8, and 1.91 that for suitably small po, pl, 
and E we will have 
sup E.,, [T,] < e2”‘. 
.VE u,“n, 
so 
E,[T,,] <ee”‘“Ez[~,]. (4.8) 
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Next we estimate the mean of rcl ; 
fc,=inf k>O:Z,E(j gj 
i 1 I 
=inf{k>O:Z,#g,}, 
KC~II = 1 +&C-k,C~,l; z, E&d. 
Therefore 
sup EZIJcl] d 1 + sup EJrc,]. 
ZE u,“s, 2 E RO 
But it is an elementary calculation to show that for any z E g,, 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Using Lemma 2.2, we have 
sup E[K,] <e(“r;D+Y)/C. 
iEm 
(4.11) 
Putting this into (4.6) through (4.11) we conclude 
E,,[T”,] f e2y’e( 1 + etvpn+Y)lE)), for all x0 E g, (4.12) 
provided pO, pr, and E are suitably small. Since y > 0 is arbitrary, the upper 
bound in the lemma follows, completing the proof. 
THEOREM 4.2. For any x0 ED 
l$Il E. log E,,[r”,] = DJD. 
ProoJ: We need only consider x0 # 0. We restrict p0 at the outset so 
that p0 < dist(x,, 0) and p0 -C dist(x,, 8D). As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, 
for any h < dist(x,, aD), we can construct an embedded chain Z: = x’(z~) 
on g, u dDh and estimate, using (4.3) together with [S, Lemmas 1.8 and 
[1.9], as 
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for E sufficiently small. This implies 
lim inf c .log E.,,[r”,] > u;“. 
t 10 
An upper bound can be obtained from the (original) chain Z, on U,” gi 
using 
z’;dz’=inf{t>z,,: x”(t) E lm}. 
(Recall that zqj is the first of the T,, i3 1 at which x~(z,)E~,,.) 




Moreover V(x,, K,) = V(K,, K,) = 0 all i imply that 
P,,[q, >k]<(l --e ~j”&)k all k=O, 1,2,... 
so that 
E,,[r,,] 6 e*;“‘:. 
(4.14) 
Since Z,, egg, we already have a bound on the second term in (4.13), 
namely, (4.12). Thus for suitably small p0 and E, 
which implies 
lim inf 6 .log Ex;,[7k] < u,,. 
El0 
The proof is now complete. 
5. OBSERVATIONS AND REMARKS ON THE EXIT MEASURE 
Let @(dy) =Po[xB(7~)~dy]. In this final section we make some com- 
ments regarding the problem of determining the weak limiting behavior of 
pLE as E + 0, putting Theorem 3.1 above in perspective with other results in 
the literature. 
First of all, our large deviations result Theorem 3.1 implies that pc =j S ,,* 
if V(v) is minimized over cYD at a unique y* E aD; that is if the set 
r*={yEm: V(y)=u,,} (5.1) 
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is a singleton f * = { y*}. This is no different from the nontangential case 
(1.2) as discussed in [S]. Hence the classical results such as [8, Chap. 4, 
Theorem 2.1 and 2.21 continue to be true for characteristic boundaries 
(1.3). Exept for symmetry around 0, one would expect examples with mul- 
tiple points in r* to be rare, at least under (1.2). However, under (1.3) 
examples in which r* includes more of aD seem to be much more natural. 
Suppose, for instance, that aD in R2 is a periodic orbit of i” = b(x’). It 
is easy to see that V(y) must then be constant over i3D; r* = aD. In this 
case Theorem 3.2 tells us nearly nothing about pLE as E -+ 0. Other 
considerations uggest hat, provided the ,u~ converge, its limit will have a 
density with respect to arclength on aD, related inversely to the speed 
Ib(y)l; see [3, Sect. 61. However, it is not clear that pLE can generally be 
expected to converge in such cases. 
If r* is a proper subset of aD then Theorem 3.1 does tell us that any 
limit point of @ must be suported on r *. It is important to realize however 
that r* is not determined simply by the behavior of b( .) (even together 
with its derivatives) on r*; it depends on the dynamics in the interior as 
well. To make this point we write down two explicit examples. In present- 
ing these examples we remind the reader of [8, Chap. 4, Theorem 2.11 
which says that (using a( .) = I) if b = +VW+ 1 for some (VW, 1) = 0 then 
W(x) - W(0) = V(x), at least for all x E {.x : V(x) <u,,}, which is enough 
to determine I-* from W. In the following examples we simply write V 
instead of W and leave it to the reader to check that (VV, f ) = 0, V(0) = 0. 
Both examples will use D = {x E R2 : 1x1 = 1 }, so that aD is the unit circle 
{r= l}. 
EXAMPLE 1. V(x,-y) = 2r2 - r4 (where r = x2 +y*) and l(x, y) = 
2xy[“,]; b=+W’+1. 
In this example we have vdD = 1 and r* = aD. The dynamical system 
1’= b(x”) is expressed more simply in polar coordinates as 
i = 2(r3 - r) 
4 = - r2 Sin(2B). 
Note that on aD in particular, 
ti = - Sin(28). 
EXAMPLE 2. V(x, y) = (2r* - r4). (2 - Cos(28)), or in Cartesian coor- 
dinates V(x,y)=(2-x2-y2).(x2+3y2), and ZEO; b=+VV. 
Again uaD = 1 but this time r* consists of the two “saddle points” 
( f 1, 0), i.e., 8 = 0, rc. On aD the dynamics work out to agree with the first 
example: 0 = - Sin(28), but not on the interior. 
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There are two points to be made from this pair of examples. First, note 
that although the dynamics of the two examples coincide on aD, the result- 
ing T*‘s are radically different. Thus the interior dynamics must be taken 
into account in determining V( .) and r*. In particular, the naive notion 
that r* is (a subset of) the points of dD which are stable with respect to 
the 8D dynamics is false in general. 
Second, Theorem 3.1 and symmetry tell us that in Example 2, 
PE * s- 1.0) + S(l.0)). In the first example Theorem 3.1 tells us nothing, 
since r* = aD. Both our examples are what Matkowsky, Schuss, and Tier 
[9] classified as “type III.” Their calculations, as well as our intuition, 
suggest hat CL’ = $(SCP I,oj + 6(,,,,) in both cases. The point is simply that in 
Example 1, as in the general case of periodic boundary, the standard large 
deviations results are not enough to answer the question of the con- 
vergence of $. To determine the limit(s) of ,nLE more accurately requires an 
analysis that goes beyond the usual level of large deviations. Motivated by 
the work of Matkowsky, Schuss, and others we have developed an 
approach based on an asymptotic representation of the equilibrium density 
p”(x) of the diffusion x”(t). This has been completed in the nontangential 
case; see [4]. Treatment of the characteristic boundary case was begun in 
[3], where the relation between p’ and nLE was studied. What remains to be 
done is a thorough study of the asmptotic representation 
(5.2) 
of the equilibrium density for the reflecting diffusion. A first step toward 
this is the following analogue of [S, Theorem 4.33. The proof given in [S] 
requires no essential changes. 
THEOREM 5.1. The equilibrium measure p”(y) dy for the conormal refect- 
ing diffusion x”(t) satisfies a large deviation principle with rate function V(x). 
This result however is only a weak, integrated version of (5.2) and says 
nothing about R”. For its application to the analysis of the exist measures 
@, (5.2) is needed pointwise and uniformly over aD. 
Finally we comment hat the anticipated roles of V and R” in determin- 
ing the limit(s) of @ appear to be different for the characteristic boundary 
case then they are for the nontangential case (1.2). In the nontangential 
case V alone determines the support of the limit point(s) and R” -+ R > 0 
only contributes to the weighting within that support. However, consider 
Example 1 above, in which V is constant over aD. If, as our speculation 
and the Matkowsky, Schuss, and Tier calculations predict, lim @ is sup- 
ported on the two points (&- 1,0) then it must be that the behavior of R” 
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as E + 0 selects the two points, not V. Thus asymptotic behavior of R” is 
expected to be both more involved and more significant in the charac- 
teristic boundary case. Hopefully future work will clarify this. 
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